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What
is a Social
Media
Strategy?

A SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY IS...

A plan of action (set of actionable steps) that focuses on
the objectives and goals you want to achieve for your
business through the use of social media, how you will go
about executing them and how you will measure the
results.

The key to a successful strategy is being very specific as
to what you want to achieve and maximizing the benefits
that social media has to offer in order to effectively reach
your objectives.

So, let’s take a look at the steps you need to focus on
when creating your Social Media Communications
Strategy:
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Research

Social Listening

Connecting

CreatingPlanning

Interacting

Community
Building

Analyzing Data
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Planning
WHAT IS YOUR BRAND’S MESSAGE?
WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS & OBJECTIVES?
WHAT DO YOU OFFER?
WHAT MAKES YOU UNIQUE?

Determine your purpose, objectives and unique
proposition.

Define your brand needs and how Social Media can help
you achieve your objectives.

Outline specific goals and how you will go about achieving
them. Set KPI’s you want to track, based on your
objectives, which will help you evaluate the effectiveness
of your strategy (ex. reach, leads, views, mentions, shares,
etc.).
.

DIFFERENTIATION IS KEY TO YOUR
SOCIAL MEDIA SUCCESS

Focus and leverage on what sets you
apart in your area of expertise

NICHE DOWN

Narow down your industry and specific target 
 - it will help you clear out unrelated sources.
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Research
EXAMINE THE SOCIAL MEDIA
NETWORKS YOU ARE USING AND
ANY ADDITIONAL ONES THAT ARE IN
LINE WITH AND BENEFICIAL TO
YOUR BRAND AND GOALS.

Look into which platforms your audience
is actively engaging in. 

Moreover, do some competitive research and
review which platforms your competitors are
utilizing to engage, what communication
strategy they are implementing and how
effectively they are communicating their
message (content strategy).

SOME OF THE SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS
YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THAT CAN
BENEFIT YOUR STRATEGY ARE:

 - Twitter

  - Instagram

 - Facebook

  - LinkedIn

 - TikTok

 - Pinterest

 - Snapchat, etc.
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Research
BE WHERE YOUR AUDIENCE IS!
BE RECOGNIZABLE AND CONSISTENT!

Be easy to find and distinguishable on Social
Media.

Design and build your online presence
(handles, profiles, descriptions, taglines and
links, cover images, tone, visuals, etc.) keeping
in mind a consistent look and feel throughout
all platforms in order to be identifiable.

Furthermore, prepare a plan as to the clarity
and consistency of your brand message, voice
(tone) and presentation.

To get you started here are some articles by
Hootsuite and b  Sprout Social comprising all the
image and video dimensions for the different social
media networks (which includes header, profile, in-
stream, etc.) that way you can prepare your material
according to the set requirements of each platform.

Resources:

HootSuite: Social Media Image Sizes, Nick Zarzycki 

Sprout Social: Social Media Video Specs & Ad Sizes
Per Network, Alex York 
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Social Listening
MONITOR AND GATHER INSIGHTS

With the use of Social Listening tools you can
monitor and gather insights as to what people
are saying about your brand, the competition,
industry, influencers, topics and what your
audience’s needs and preferences are.

You can determine how your brand can
leverage on the gathered information towards
building a relationship with your
audience, creating value for them and
structuring your general strategy.

Social Listening tools are your gateway to insights
that ultimately allow you to define and refine your
brand strategy, offer higher quality products and
services, and deliver optimum and valuable customer
service and content to your audience/consumers
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Social Listening
QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE

Additionally, Social Listening allows for
immediate presence and a great opportunity
for you to offer prompt and quality customer
service.

You can elevate the quality of your
customer support by getting notified when
your brand, products, special (branded)
hashtags, etc. are mentioned and customer
support requests are made, that way you can
assist within a timely and efficient manner.

Social Listening not only will get you started
but will also carry you through your journey as
it is an ongoing process.

SOME SOCIAL LISTENING TOOLS THAT
YOU CAN USE ARE:

Resources:

HootSuite (www.hootsuite.com)

BuzzSumo (www.buzzsumo.com)

Sprout Social (www.sproutsocial.com)

Sprinklr (www.sprinklr.com)

Mention (www.mention.com)

Brand24 (brand24.com)

TweetDeck (tweetdeck.twitter.com)
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Connecting
CONNECT WITH YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE

The first step to interacting with your audience:

Pin point your targeted audience, follow them and
start building relationship momentum. 

Communicate and engage with your targeted 
 audience by following conversations and determining
key pain points and shortlist those for which you (your
brand) can offer focused, unique and
essential support.

Remember your main purpose should be to serve your
audience and consumers. To do so, you need to first
understand them and what they need. Build trust. Be
genuine, helpful and generous.

START OFFERING VALUE!
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Creating
CREATE CAPTIVATING INTERACTIVE AND
ENGAGING CONTENT

Make a content calendar and start creating and
releasing captivating, interactive and engaging
content and material around the specific needs that
your audience has or topics they are interested in.

Focus on responsiveness so that you attract, offer
value, establish relatability and trust as well as
become their go to source which in turn will help you
establish authority and solidify the relationship.

RESEARCH, EVALUATE, ASSES AND TRACK

Research the different requirements each social
media platform has and determine what and how
you will publish based on the type of content your
audience consumes most and is most responsive
to.

Evaluate the competition by looking into the
frequency and type of content they publish, the
amount and quality of the engagement it creates,
how active their following is, etc.

Assess what times are best to publish your content
and how frequently you should be posting, and then
schedule accordingly.

Optimize your landing pages and track which of your
posts generate most engagement, sharing and leads.
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Creating
PUBLISH AND REPURPOSE

Publish content that effectively speaks to your
audience by presenting information in a reader
friendly manner, displays interactive material, triggers
your call-to-action, is engaging, and captures your
audience’s attention.

Repurpose your content to increase
momentum and reach, maximize your results as well
as effectively adapt to the needs of each targeted
platform and your audience.

Some of the different types of content that you can
use are: Blog Posts, Infographics, Images, Posts with
GIFs & Memes, Video, Live Streaming, eBooks,
Podcasts, Tutorials & Guides, etc.

To give you an idea of how important it is to
strategically determine the type of content you
should use for your social media strategy, it is
important to consider that research shows:

"87 percent of people working in marketing use
social media for content delivery.” (CMI)
Source: 30 Content Marketing Statistics, Trends &
Data for Your 2018 Strategy, HigherVisibility 

As seen from research, online video has 
 demonstrated to be a highly adopted content
delivery method as it results in increased
engagement (shares, views, etc.) and conversions in
comparison to other types of content:
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Social media posts with video have 48% more views. (HubSpot)

By 2022, online videos will make up more than 82% of all consumer
internet traffic (Cisco)

81% of businesses prefer to use Facebook for their video marketing.
(Buffer)

78% of people watch online videos weekly, and 55% view online videos
daily. (HubSpot)

62% of people said they were more interested in a product after seeing it in
a Facebook Story. (Marketing Land)

Source: Biteable
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Creating

“1 MINUTE OF VIDEO CONTENT EQUALS TO
1.8 MILLION WORDS!” JAMES MCQUIVEY
(FORRESTER RESEARCH) SOURCE

SOME CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND
PLANNING TOOLS YOU CAN USE ARE:

·        
HubSpot (Content Management) www.hubspot.com
·        
CoSchedule (Content Planning) www.coschedule.com
·        
Google Docs
·        
Trello (Management and Organizing) www.trello.com
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Interacting
DON’T BROADCAST

“46% of people will unfollow a brand on social for posting
too many promotional messages"
61 Social Media Statistics to Bookmark for 2018, Alex York

Do not follow a broadcast, self-promotional or “quick sell”
scheme. You will lose your audience’s interest and
consequently you will lose them. 

Rather, invest in the consolidation of your relationship with
your audience and in their future conversion and retention.

Be prompt, generous and helpful in your interactions!

“To be interesting, be interested” Dale Carnegie

BE PRESENT, ENGAGED, INTERESTED AND
INVESTED

A simple click of the “Like” button does not a
relationship make. It is a metric that speaks as to the
acceptance or recognition of a specific message but,
to turn followers into supporters you need to take it a
step further and be present, engaged, interested and
invested.

As such, you need to keep the momentum going
before, during and after. Make your audience feel
they are being heard.

Comment, respond, establish conversations, follow
up, and offer stellar customer service by being
actively supportive via social media. www.nplusg.com
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Community Building
All having a common purpose of bringing together
individuals to share value around a brand, service, and
industry and serving a pivotal role in awareness.

FOCUS ON COMMUNITY BUILDING

Community Building may be in the form of:

 Social Media based communities (such as Facebook
Groups, Twitter Chats, etc.)

 Online based communities (such as Forum Threads,
Channels, etc. focusing on insights and discussions
about topics relating to your industry, type of service,
etc.)

 Brand based (site hosted) communities (where your
members can join and offer insight, feedback and
support which helps elevate the customer experience
and results in them advocating for your brand.)

CREATE A VALUE BASED ECOSYSTEM

Create a well-structured and effective ecosystem
around your community – create the path to turning
your audience into becoming community members
and successfully keeping them there by making it a
value filled place
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Community Building

COLLABORATE

Reach out to and build collaborations with influencers
and industry people that align with your brand
message and will effectively spread it, will complement
your value adding purpose and will also expand your
reach to a wider audience.
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Analyzing Data
Some Analytics Tools that you can use to track & analyze
your data besides the native analytics tools offered by
each social media platform (FB Analytics, Twitter
Analytics, Instagram Insights, Youtube Analytics, etc.) are
found below:
·        
Google Analytics       
SproutSocial 
Buffer
BrandWatch  
Hootsuite

MONITOR AND EVALUATE

I can’t emphasize this enough. It is imperative that
you have a comprehensive understanding of your
data.

 Monitor, Analyze, Understand and Improve!

Track KPI delivery (traffic, engagement, views,
shares, leads, conversions, etc.) and drill down on
what your insights into your social media campaigns
say and which attempts and approaches have
rendered the best results so as to invest more in them
– what I like to call define, refine and multiply.
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Turn your audience into your
most devoted brand
ambassadors!
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NATASHA GIANNOPOULOU
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Twitter

nplusgsocial@gmail.com

Questions?
Comments?
Let us know!

Instagram
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